A Festival For Feminist Movements

SEPTEMBER 1ST

Opening Performance by Pia Love

Welcome Message by Hakima Abbas, Co-Executive Director

Plenary: The revolution will be feminist—or it won’t be a revolution

Festival Program
September 2021
SEPTEMBER 2ND

Panel: Pansexual, Gynasexual or Abrosexual? A dive into queerness, pleasure and sex positivity

Panel: Liberated Land & Territories: A Pan-African Conversation

Twitter Chat: #SextLikeAFeminist

2-3pm UTC

3:15-4:15pm UTC

4:30-5pm UTC

SEPTEMBER 3RD

Panel: Feminist solidarity across borders: Palestine, Myanmar & beyond

Workshop: Resisting Criminalization: Feminist organizing for Sexual & Reproductive Justice & Bodily Integrity

IG live with Makgosi on Sex Toys & Disability

"Leitis in Waiting" Watch Party

2-3pm UTC

3:15-4:45pm UTC

5-5:30pm UTC

6-7:15pm UTC
SEPTMBER 10TH

Storytelling: Desde el Corazón de la Comuna

Plenary: She is on her way: Alternatives, feminisms and another world

Workshop: Caribbean Feminist Spaces, Creative Expressions & Spiritual Practices for Community Transformation

SEPTMBER 11TH

Feminist Art Walk with Rula Khoury

Panel: Assembly as Pleasure: Weaving Feminist Collaborative Projects

Workshop: Witchcraft, shamanism & other insurgent knowledge against patriarchy (limited capacity)

Nana Akosua Hanson, Ghana
Workshop: Queering Feminist Imaginaries: A Workshop for Young Feminists 5-7pm UTC

Panel: The Elimination of Discrimination Against Sex Workers 11am-12pm UTC

Get your Burlesque On! 12:15-12:45pm UTC

Plenary: Organising to Win 1-2:45pm UTC

Panel: "un"Inclusive Feminism: The voiceless girls in the Haitian feminist movement 2:45-4pm UTC

Panel: Different bodies, Same Streets 4-5pm UTC

Artivism: A Weapon of Feminist Political Resistance in the Haitian Context 7-8pm UTC

Workshop: Pleasure Poetry (limited capacity) 8:15-9:45pm UTC

Workshop: Prison Isn’t Feminist: Exploring the Impact & Alternatives to Reliance on Police & Incarceration 9-10:30pm UTC
SEPTEMBER 16TH
Panel: Body Pleasure 11am-12pm UTC
for Fat Girls
Feminist Art Walk 12:30-2:15pm UTC
with Rula Khoury
Workshop: Broadening Pleasure
Workshop: 2:30-4pm UTC
#EmptyChairs Campaign
Workshop: Fem Movement: Members 4:15-5:15pm UTC
Dance Party Extravaganza
Workshop: Feminist 5:30-7:30pm UTC
Realities: Breathing & Healing Houses for Defenders

SEPTEMBER 17TH
Decolonising My Brand: 11-12:15pm UTC
Art Moment Storytelling
Host your own Crear, Resister & Transform Event!
IG live with Oloricoitus on 12:15-1:15pm UTC
Sex Education
Workshop: Voices from the 1:30-3pm UTC
frontlines: Bolstering collective power to end the incarceration of women worldwide
Workshop: Movement as 3:15-4:45pm UTC
Healing, Healing for Movements
Workshop: Emergent feminist 5-6:30pm UTC
leadership: Lifting as we climb
SEPTMBER 23RD

Host your own Crear, Resister & Transform Event!

Panel: Pleasure Across Borders 3:15-4:15pm UTC
Panel: Abortion realities: strategies to fight reproductive injustice 4:30-5:30pm UTC

Pleasure Garden Concert on IG Live 6-7pm UTC

SEPTMBER 24TH

Workshop: Networking and Solidarity Building Among Young Feminist Organizers 2-3:45pm UTC

Panel: Surviving the war on drugs 3:45-4:45pm UTC
Panel: Young Climate Feminists Building Radical Futures Video Launch & Conversation 5-6pm UTC

Workshop: Antal: Non-binary Universe 6-7:30pm UTC
**SEPTEMBER 25TH**

- Panel: Thank you, I can make my decision
  - 2-2:30pm UTC
- Panel: Feminist learnings on digital security in times of socio political and sanitary crisis
  - 2:45-3:45pm UTC
- Workshop: The current state of forests: what’s the issue and why is it so important?
  - 4:30-6:30pm UTC
- Visit the AWID Members Lounge
  - 6:30-7:30pm UTC

**SEPTEMBER 28TH**

- Workshop: Supporting the Self-Managed: Abortion Doulas, Acompañantes, & Radical Networks of Support
  - 2-3:30pm UTC
- Workshop: Young Feminist Skill-Share: How to Fund Your Idea
  - 3:30-5:30pm UTC
- "Yo Imposible" Watch Party & Discussion with Latin/Central American Filmmakers from AWID’s Feminist Film Flub
  - 5:45-7:45pm UTC
SEPTEMBER 30TH

The Crear, Résister, Transform Story

Closing Remarks by Cindy Clark: Where do we go to from here?

FEM JOY: Closing Party!

Join AWID as a member today!